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! Overall, the paper neither mentions nor takes into ac~o~nt 
: the ef~ect of treaty constraints on the threat. The cond1t1ons 

I' attached to reduction of the stockpile would mean that we would 
~t£ff;J:llfl- not be deterring the same level of threat. This is a broad 
~f~\';~~l7r conceptual difference which line changes c~nnot repair and which 

must be factored in. Also, the paper consistently asserts that 
CW can be deterred only by CWo State believes that a triad of 
conventional, nuclear, and chemical weapons is the most effective 
deterrent. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR CHANGE IN CHEMICAL WARFARE 
DETERRENCE STRATEGY. FORCE STRUCTURE, OR FORCE DEPLOYMENTS 

REQUIRED BY A REDUCED eN RETALIATORY CAPABILITY 

1. Backqroundp 

~ In National Security Directive 24 (NSD 24), President 
Eush aSked for recommendations for any changes that may be 
required in our strategy of deterrence, force structure, or 
force deployments as a result of the reduced availability of 
retaliatory chemical ~eapons. 

~ As a feature of the chemical ~eapons arms control 
initiative" the United States has convnitted itself to very 
substantial reductions in its chemical ~eapons stockpile. The 
objective is to reduce ~o a 500 agent ton level ,within eight 
years after entry into force of a chemical weapons convention. 
In the interim, the United States will reduce :its CW' stockpile 
to less than 20\ (i.e. 5,000 agent tons) of current levels, 
provided the soviet Uoion agrees to reduce its CW stockpile to 
the same l~vel. 

(U) Deterrence of the use of chemical weapons against the 
U.s. or its allies is the objective of the u.s. chemical warfare 
policy. That deterrence is built upon two ,separate, yet equally 

, significant pillars: retaliation and defense. Should either of 
these pillars be weakened, the other must, of necessity, be 

• strengthened in order to keep CW deterrence viable. 
,~f,,\QJ1 

(U) Components OfAU.S. deterrence strategy include: 

(U) A declaratory policy that the u.s. will not 
initiate chemical warfare, but reserves the option to 
retaliate-in~kind~ often referred to as a Uno first use" 
policy. ' 



" 

(b)( J) 

(b)(J) 

• 

A declared policy that the U.S. reserves the right to 
[.etaliate. against CW attacks with any weapons in its arsenal. 

(U) A defensiv"e policy that maint:ains the facili'ties. 
expertise. and programs ·to develop and improve our chemical 
protection capability. All U.S. forces are trained and 
equipped to defend against CW attack. survive. and continue 
to perform their responsibilities . These forces must 
include specialized chemical defense units and medical units 
to support that objective. Chemical defense is an 
absolutely esse~tial element of deterrence because it 
moderates the effectiveness of cw attack on U.S. forces. 

(U) A modernized retali.atory stockpile consisting of 
safer -binary chemical veapons. 

2. (U) CUrrent capabilities . 

""'?sl. The ' Cllrr:nt US W'l.itary chemical stockpile is in excess of r _ I This stockpile quantity \lias deslc;ned to 
implement a doctonE! of sustained chemical opernions. :ane-cy 
percent of the unitary stockpile is no longE!r militarily 
\fseful. ThE! military doctrine that emerged eluring th, early 
1980's vas to rapidly terminate. the use of chemical weapons by 
being able to remove the advantage to the CW user of continuing 
to use CWo 

3. \\.1.) ~- Current Stockpile Objective 

h;.) In October 1985. 1n the s'upport of the new d~' 
the J~t Chiefs of Staff established an objective of 
agent tons for binary chemical weapons in short. medium. an 
10nq ranqe delivery systems. and different agents for e~ch 

' range. This stockpile level was derived from analysis of 
chemical "'artare 1n Europe. Korea. and Iran and developed '·:ith 
unified command inputs involving traditional methods for target 
sele tion weapon system densities. "and threat cllpabilities. 
The ton binary weapons objective was further qualified as 
a U -on y. 30-day deterrent global stOCkpile and represe~ted a 
reasonable retaliatory capability to operate in the theater 
~resenting the highest requirement. i.e. Europe . 

(b)(J) 

r . 
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(4. P~esident·s StQc5Pile Objectives 

President Bush has stated his commitment to eliminating 
chemical weapons. While talks proceed on a multilateral CW 
co~vention, the u.s. has agreed to reduce its CW stockpile to 
20~ of current levels (5,000 agent tons) provided the Soviet 
Unl0!1 agrees ·to reduce to the same level. The U.S. will 

\ 

further reduce to ~ 500 ton s~ockpile within eight years 
aft7r a C~ co~ventlon enters lnto force, provided that the 
SOvlet Unlon 15 a party. Within two years after all 

I ~W-capable states have acceded to the treaty, the U.S. will 
~estroy the remainder of its stockpile. 

I 
(Rationale: JCS objectives are appropriate as history, 
' .. t:..,.he President's objectives ~r~ the guidi'1g principle. 

$ 
U) Imolications ~ Change. 

Deterrence Doctrine 

~ Reduction to a 5000 ton and then 500 ton stockpile 
requires a reassessment of current deterrence doctrine.which 
depends heavily upon deterring CW by the threat of responding 
with CWo Since a possible adversary would know precisely the 
size of our stockpiles, and thus limits of OW capability, it 
will be necessary to inc~ease the credibility of deterring CW 
use by the threat of retaliation by nuclear or massive 
conventional means. We should declare that we will use these 
means, in addition to CW, if we so choose. No alterations of 
nuclear or conventional force posture are necessary to effect 
this change in doctrine. 

Deterrence by chemical weapons will be an important part 
bf the triad of deterrence as long as we have a 5000 ton 
stockpi Ie. However,.i t becomes of only marqinal significance 
when we reduce to 500 tons. This small tonnage would not be a 
credible deterrent alone in the European theatre. The Soviets 
could have undeclared stockpiles even though they claimed to 
have only 500 tons, and if so our 500 tons would not deter. 
We would have to depend upon nuclear and conventional 
deterrence in that theatre .. In Third-World scenarios the 500 
tons could serve as a limited deterrent in certain situations, 
but in general Third-World states would most he deterred from 
using CW against US or friendly forces if they were certain 
they faced massive conventional retaliation. It is unlikely 
that the nuclear threat in Third-World situations would have 
much credibility • 
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~force postj.lre Chang~s NeeQ~d for New Stockpile Ql;ljectiveli 

A. 5,00Q agent ton stockpile" 

~ A stockpile level of 5,000 agent tons will re~ire some 
minor changes to u.s. deterren~e str~tegy, force structure, and 
force deployments. The modernlzed blna~y ~eapo~ systems should 
continue to contain three systems and wlll.provlde the 
retaliatory capability to support current ceterrence ~trategy. 
The declaratory policy of no first use. should be r7ta~Ded. An 
appropriate retaliatory response must lnclude chemlcal use 
options for prompt, effective retaliation~t all ranges on ~he 
battlefieldl At the S,OOO ton level. chemlcal weapons rem~ln a 
decisive wFapon. 

Paragraph 1 - Sentence 4 - Delete "at all ranges on the 
battlefield" or offer further explanation, Rationale: It is 
not clear why retaliation is essential at all ranges on the 
battlefield. presumably, we would retaliate for an 
adversary's CW use with the most efficient application of our 
own CW, for example by saturating his C3I nodes, CS/CSS 
locations, LOC interchanges, ports, railheads, etc. 

Oe1l!.f~- ~~The 5,000 agent ton target falls 40 perc~t short of 
~ne JCS ~commended capabilitY71 Thus, CW defenseLind a wa~ 

D~roduction ba~-.e~ore critIcil than ever. CW protection 
programs sbould be upgraded to accelerate development and 
fielding of systems that reduce debilitation to force 
effectiveness. Protective masks, agent antidotes and 
pre-treatments, improved protective clothing, stand-off 
detec~lon and other critical defensive systems must be developed 
~a.n? ~ ~1~~d~9 t~ aSSl:1~.~. fo:J:'c~: .surv.ivability.. ' 

paragr~ph 2 - Delete first sentence. Rationale: First 
sentence unrelated to the remainder of the paragraph. 

Paragraph 2 - Change 'second sentence to read: "Thus, CWo 
defense is more critical than ever." Rationale: The only 
true deterrent to CW use against u.s. forces is to make it 
ineffective. This satisfies the doctrinal requirement to 
-rapidly terminate the use of chemical weapons by being able 
to remove the advantage to the CW user of continuing to use 
ew." Maintaining a warm production base will not allow for 
"rapid" termination and, if maintained after the u.s. has met 
its stated stockpile objectives, will compromise our 

.. negotiations. 
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Force Posture 

~ The industrial base, technical ~xpertise, and 
production facilities needea £or three b~ary systems also 
contribute to deterrence and provide a safeguard sho~ld a CW 
breakout occur. No changes in conventional or nuclear force 
structure are required. 

\ 

~ Omit entire paragraph. Rationale: We would have to 

(

reconcile maintenance of an industrial base for continued 
binary production with any obligations under international 
agreements. We must also look closely at reduced resources 
and funding and determine if we can afford to maintain idle 

\ factori~s on the chance that they might have to' be geared up 
\ some day. Given production lag time, a warm production base 
\wil1 not provide a safeguard should CW·be used against us. 

B. 
". ..... 

~:··The.soo agent tons does not support the current 
strat~~ of aeter~ence because it provides an-inadequate 
reta~latcry capabllity. Response options and sustaining CW 
readln~ss m~st be examined in a new context. The 500 agent ton 
stockplle wlll require .changes in policy and force posture: 

I [J,........-.~.esponse .. options ·and sustaining CW readiness" must be examined 
1D a new context as negotiations proceed on a multilateral CW 
convent~on and on U.S.-Soviet bilateral reductions in cw . 
stockpiles.' The 500 agent ton stockpile will require changes 
in policy and force structure: 

-- ~\ 500 agent tans cannot provide global deterrence. 
500 t~ provides insufficient muni~ions to effec~ively 
respond to either a global war or a European scenario 
involving Soviet Forces; however, SOD agent tons is likely 8 

~ militarily credible deterrent for other single regional 
scenar 1'os. 

.b 

Delete this paragraph or factor in two points: 
1) the U.ti. will only go to 500 to~s upon signature of a CW 
treaty to which at least the Sovie~s are a party, and 2) CW 
is not the only retaliatory option available. 

I 
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SECRET 

/"'1':- ~rA Dleasured response policy must be develope~hich 
/ ~nc]udesLOven"helming attacks of selective. high value 

targets and/or ensured destruction of enemy CW production, 
and storage facilities_ The declaratory policy of 
no-first-use of CW should be retained. The policy should 
also continue ~o state that the US views cw use as a grave 
matter L~d reseves the option to respond ~ith all means 
available to include conventional. chemica 'I. and nuclear to 
halt che~ical weapons use and to deny the attacker the 
capabili~ies to continue .CW use. 

\[ "A measured response policy including retaliatory options 
. other than CW must be developed . ... " 

__ ~,r-A 500 agent ton stockpile retaliation should be 

O\~, ~ full '~J-1mrnediate. Protracted employment would only serve 
~I~ to f~rtber degrade the E?tential impact retaliation has to 

r force early termiDation~ CINCs should be deleqate~ 
conditional rel.ase authority to respond with chem~cal 
weapons in a timely manner. A response could only be 

I' 

initiated by a CINe after use of CW against U.S. forces and 
only within the limits of the National Command 
Authority-approved ~es of engagement. 

... ~.~ seems to contradict the preceding point on the need for a 
\ ~ Delete first two sentences. Rationale: ThiS '~ 

C1J'1~ I measured response policy . presumably using all of our 

• 

stockpile at.once would be at the extreme end of the measured 
. esponse opt~ons . 

(bXI) 
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SECRET-
--~ A key provision of a 500 agent ton stockpile should 
be an operational deployment policy. The capability to 
respond rap~dly, even at significantly r;::.duced levels, ,no 
only promotes deterrence, but studies indicate that a rapid 
response is a key to gaining force parity. Limited quantity 
deployments of binary weapons aboard Naval vessels .ould 
provide a 'rapid response capability. Operational 
deployments coupled with a "neither confirm nor deny" policy 
add risk factors to a potential a~tacker. 

Delete this paragraph or explain why an 
operational deployment policy is either desirable or . 
necessary, as first tick argues that 500 agent tons provldes 
insufficient munitions to respond effectively to either a 
global war or a European scenario involving Soviet forces. 
The paper presumes that 1) the Navy would be willing and able 
to deploy CW aboard its ships, 2) all the mechanisms would be 
in place to handle and employ these weapons in theater, 3»1 
the u.s. would be willing and able to deploy CW to a theater 
of 'operations during a period of rising tensions prior to 
actual initiation of hostilities. We doubt all three 

resumptions. , 

-- ~\ CUrrent storage plans have binary ~eapons in three 
CONUS~pots. A policy option is to centrally store the 500 
agent ton stockpile. Central storage facilitates deployment 

. planning .and promotes rapid d~yment in the event of a 
crisis on an as-needed basis. Iso gained as an additional 

~~~~reinforcement of deterrent va ue is the warning/indication 
~.j ~provided to a potential adversary a~ina~ weapons are 

,/1 deployed into a theater of crration.:.:J ' 

~ ( -" - 'Delete last sentence. Ration~le: The idea of ( 
" 

I prOVidin.9 warning or indication of CW deployment as a 
deterrent to first use presumes that we would tell an 
adversary that we were deploying'CW to an unstable region 
prior to hostilities, during a period of rising tensions when. 
every effort is being made to reduce them. This is 
politically and diplomatically infeasible. Since immediate 
and massive retaliation is the desired solution, this would 
make a case'for emphasis on the BIGEYE program as an 

\ air7delivered m~nition whi~h could be launched from the u.s. 
~galnst strategIc targets In the theater of operations . 
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,SECREt -
~. Protection and Detection' 

--~ CW .protection programs and related CBW medical 
programs must be enhanced both by resource application and 
Executive Branch policy. Historically, caw defense programs 
have been reduced corresponding to 'the drawdown in 
retaliatory'programs. United States military forces must be 
equipped with state-of~the-art protection and detection 
equipment to negate any perceiv~d advantage by an enemy. 
Technical base research, development. and, testing programs 
must be supported toward developing countermeasures against 
potential threats. 

-- ~ The existence of the CW treaty ~ill encourage the 
perception that the CW threat has largely disappeared. 
The~efore, intelligence and warning programs must continue 
to monitor CW capabilities, and an effective chemical 
protection program must be maintainea. Depot stocks of CW 
defensive equipment must be available and pre-positioned in 
quanti ties. Training systems and novel approaches to CW 
defense readiness must be developed to ensure milit'ary units 
and individuals do cot completely lose the ability to react 
to chemical warfare situations. More e~phasis on joint 
training and joint doctrine development is needed to 
identify common equipment, doctrine .. and training 
requirements. Technical base research and development must 
continue and focus on verification, detection, 

identification, and medical treatments of emerging 
CW-spectrum threats. 

-- ~ No U.S. military force structure is dedicated 
solely~o cw retaliation. All weapons systems that deliver 
CW munitions are mUlti-purpose. Chemical defense units 
should be enhanced. No cuts in force structure would be 
appropriate. 

-- ~ Operational considerations such as support of 
strateqlc and operational doctrine, target- selection, 
weapon/agent mix, and logist:ical procedures must be' 
developed, analyzed, and exercised for small quantities of 
weapons. 

(U) Another key doctrinal aspect of operations in a CW 
environment includes the concept ,of avoidance: By being 
able to locate and isolate large areas contamlnated by 
persistent chemical agents, forces can avoid becoming 
casualties and preclu~e decontamination operations. 
Avoidance doctrine reauires detection and identification 
systems and units that need to be fielded . 
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,/ --~ Industrial hase, technical expertise, and 
fk?'/vr1 productlons and storage facilities should be maintained as 
~~r~ part of the sao agent ton stockpile and continue to provide 

the safeguard against a CW breakout. No changes In 
conventional or nuclear force structure are required. 

--" " 

r~ Delete paragraph. Rationale: As.above •. we "'\ 
\ would have to reconcile the maint~nance of ar: ln~ustrlal base \ 
~ for continued binary production wlth any obllgatlons under i 

" international agreements. Given production lag time, a warm ! 
\ production base will not provide a safeguard should CW be .)" 
\used against us. . 

........ . 

'to (U) Key Changes Needed Under a SOO Agent Ton 

~ Change the declared policy to a measured response 
poliey to retalitate with the full range of response optjons and 
the full intention to deny an attacker the ability to continue 
CW "Use. 

~ Enhance CW intelligence and ~arninq programs for both 
short and long term requirements to collect CW intelligence, to 
monitor verification implementation, and to monitor research, 
development, and testing trends in potential threat states. 

~ Enhance CW protection programs, retain key Cw defensive 
force structure. and expedite fielding critical defensive 
systems. 

~ Emphasize joint training and doctrine to promote CW 
defensive readiness. r::: 'ts.t Adopt a policy whicb provides for operational 

.oaer~ ~PIOyment:s., o~ binary ",eapons. " 

~ r (U) Maintain the industrial base. technical' expertise. and 
, ,'~rOduction facilities to serve as a treaty safeguard. 

I 
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~. (U) Conclusions. 

~ Deterrence strategy has consisted of a credible 
retaliatory capability and an effective defensive posture. This 
strategy can be_supported with a modernized 5.000 agent ton 
,stockpile, but not witha 500 ton stockpile. With such a small 
stockpile an enhanced CW defense program with a strong technical 
base research, development. and testing program must be a matter 
of policy. a measured response policy adopted. and a priority 
national intelligence program in-place to affect deterrence. 
Joint training and doctrinal procedures are needed to ensure CW 
readiness is maintained. Policy options ~hich permit 
operational deployments of binary weapons are needed to support 
rapid retaliation. The industrial base with related production 
facilities and techical experti.se must be maintained as a 
safeguard. Without·these elements, the risks to u.s. military 
forces of reduction to 500 agent tons are not acceptable. 

~SUbs~itute the following paragraph in place of the Original~ 
.Deterrence strategy has consisted of a triad of credible 

retaliatory capabilities including nuclear, conv'entional and 
'CW, in addition to defensive and detection programs. The CW 
portion of the deterrent triad remains valid with a 5000 
agent ton stockpile, but not with a 500 ton stockpile. Thus 
doctrine must be changed to emphasize nuclear and 
conventional, but especially the more credible conventional, 
deterrence as well as a strong defensive program, when our 
stockpile is reduced to 500 tons. 
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